
1 Celanese Ventures GMBH and Celanese AG have been dismissed as defendants in this
case.

2 Martek titles its motion as a motion to strike.  However, in its Opening Brief in support
of the motion (D.I. 12), Martek requests, in the alternative, that the court require Nutrinova to
provide a more definite statement pursuant to Rule 12(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
The court will consider both of Martek’s motions.
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MEMORANDUM

I. INTRODUCTION

The plaintiff, Martek Biosciences Corporation (“Martek”), filed the above-captioned action

against Nutrinova Inc. and Nutrinova Nutrition Specialties & Food Ingredients GMBH (collectively,

“Nutrinova”) on September 23, 2003.1  In its complaint, Martek alleges that the defendant is

infringing United States Patent Nos. 6,607,900 (the “‘900 patent”) and 6,451,567 (the “‘567

patent”).

Presently before the court is Martek’s motion to strike paragraph 26 of the affirmative

defenses, and to dismiss paragraph 48 of Count I and Count III of Nutrinova’s counterclaim.2  For
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the following reasons, the court will deny Martek’s motion to strike, but grant Martek’s motion for

a more definite statement.  In addition, the court will grant in part and deny in part Martek’s request

to dismiss Count III of Nutrinova’s counterclaim.

II. BACKGROUND

Martek is a Delaware Corporation that develops and sells products from microalgae,

including nutritional fatty acids such as the omega-3 fatty acid, docosahexaenoic acid (“DHA”).

This case involves two of Martek’s patents relating to DHA.  DHA is a major and essential structural

fatty acid, necessary for the development of organs including the eye retina, the brain, and the heart.

The human body produces DHA in only limited quantities, creating a need in the medical science

community to find alternate sources of DHA or develop processes to produce it.  Martek recognized

this need and developed microalgae processes to make DHA and products relating to its processes.

Its patent portfolio consists of nearly fifty United States patents as well as foreign patents, including

many directed to its DHA products.

Nutrinova is a Delaware Corporation that developed a microalgae process to make DHA, and

currently markets its product under the brand name DHActive™.  After Nurtinova began marketing

DHActive™, Martek initiated discussions with Nutrinova regarding its potentially infringing

activities.  On May 27, 2003, Martek sent an email to Nutrinova, citing its patent portfolio and

requesting to discuss the situation.  (D.I. 13, Exh. 2).  Nutrinova replied, requesting information

regarding the patents and claims that Martek believed Nutrinova was potentially infringing.  On June

18, 2003, Martek responded, via email, citing eighteen specific patents from its portfolio that it

believed were relevant to the discussions.  (Id. Exh. 4).  Nutrinova reviewed the list and concluded

that the patents offered by Martek were either not infringed or were invalid.  Nutrinova then
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requested a meeting with Martek to discuss the situation further.  (Id. Exh. 5)  According to Martek,

the parties were unable to amicably settle the matter.  On September 23, 2003, Martek filed its

complaint.

III. STANDARDS OF REVIEW

A. Rule 12(f)

Rule 12(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allows a court to strike “any insufficient

defense” from any pleading.  Motions to strike affirmative defenses are disfavored.  Proctor &

Gamble Co. v. Nabisco Brands, Inc., 697 F. Supp. 1360, 1362 (D. Del. 1988).  When ruling on such

a motion, “the [c]ourt must construe all facts in favor of the nonmoving party . . . and deny the

motion if the defense is sufficient under the law.”  Id.  Furthermore, courts prefer not to grant a

motion to strike “unless it appears to a certainty that . . . [the movant] would succeed despite any

statement of the facts which could be proved in support of the defense.”  Greiff v. T.I.C. Enterprises,

L.L.C., No. Civ. 03-882, 2004 WL 115553 (D. Del. Jan. 9, 2004).

B. Rule 12(e)

Rule 12(e) allows a party to move for a more definite statement when a pleading is “so vague

or ambiguous that the party cannot reasonably be required to frame a responsive pleading.” FED.

R. CIV. P. 12(e); see Schaedler v. Reading Eagle Publication, 370 F.2d 795, 798 (3d Cir. 1967)

(same).  Courts have interpreted this language to mean that the motion should only be granted where

the pleading is unintelligible, see CFMT, Inc. v. Yieldup International Corp., No.CIV.A.95- 549,

1996 WL 33140642, at *1 (D. Del. Apr. 5, 1996); United States v. Bd. of Harbor Comm’rs, 73

F.R.D. 460, 462 (D. Del. 1997), or the issues cannot be determined.  See Fischer & Porter Co. v.

Sheffield Corp., 31 F.R.D. 534, 536 (D. Del. 1962).  Courts have also granted the motion where the
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pleading has failed to satisfy the heightened pleading requirements of Rule 9(b).  See EMC Corp.

v. Storage Tech. Corp., 921 F. Supp. 1261 (D. Del. 1996). 

C. Rule 12(b)(1)

A motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1),

challenges the jurisdiction of the court to address the merits of a plaintiff’s complaint.  A motion to

dismiss under Rule 12(b)(1) for lack of subject matter jurisdiction can take two forms: it can attack

the complaint on its face (facial attack), or it can attack the existence of subject matter jurisdiction

in fact (factual attack). Mortensen v. First Federal Savings and Loan, 549 F.2d 884, 891 (3d Cir.

1977).  When reviewing a facial attack the court must consider the allegations of the complaint as

true, making all reasonable inferences in the plaintiff’s favor.  Id. See also Barrister v. Wendy’s

Int’l, Inc., 1993 WL 293896, *3 (E.D. Pa. July 30, 1993). 

When reviewing a factual attack, however, the court is free to weigh evidence outside the

pleadings to resolve factual issues bearing on jurisdiction and to satisfy itself as to the existence of

its power to hear the case.  Mortensen, 549 F.2d at 891.  Therefore, no presumptive truthfulness

attaches to the plaintiff’s allegations, and the existence of disputed material facts will not preclude

the court from evaluating the merits of jurisdictional claims for itself.  Id.  The plaintiff bears the

burden to prove that jurisdiction does in fact exist.  Id.  However, the plaintiff’s burden is relatively

light, since “dismissal for lack of jurisdiction is not appropriate merely because the legal theory

alleged is probably false, but only because the right claimed is ‘so insubstantial, implausible,

foreclosed by prior decisions of this Court, or otherwise completely devoid of merit as to not involve

a federal controversy.’” Kulick v. Pocono Downs Racing Ass’n, 816 F.2d 895, 899 (3d Cir. 1987)

(quoting Oneida Indian Nation v. County of Oneida, 414 U.S. 661, 666 (1974)). 



3 Paragraph 26 of the affirmative defenses states:

26.  The ‘567 patent is unenforceable, because of the applicants’ inequitable conduct
in the prosecution of the patent.  In particular, Martek prepared, filed and prosecuted
a patent application, Serial Number 07/580,778 filed on September 11, 1990, which
issued as the Martek ‘567 patent.  That application was prepared, filed and
prosecuted with material false data.  The applicants knew that the application
contained false data, but nevertheless filed, continued to prosecute, and convinced
the Patent Office to issue the ‘567 patent based on such material false data.  Such
misconduct constitutes inequitable conduct, and renders the ‘567 patent and all
affiliated patents unenforceable.

Paragraph 48 of Count I of the counterclaim states:

48.  The ‘567 patent is unenforceable, because the applicants’ inequitable conduct
in the prosecution of the patent.  In particular, Martek prepared, filed and prosecuted
a patent application, Serial Number 07/580,778 filed on September 11, 1990, (the
“778 application”), which is a parent application from which Martek’s ‘567 patent
on its face claims priority.  A claim for priority from the 778 application is also made
in a declaration filed by the inventors in connection with the ‘567 patent.  The 778
application was prepared, filed and prosecuted with material false data.  The
applicants knew that the application contained false data, but nevertheless filed,
continued to prosecute, and convinced the Patent Office to issue the ‘567 patent
based on such material false data.  Such misconduct constitutes inequitable conduct,
and renders the ‘567 patent and all affiliated patents unenforceable.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Paragraph 26 of Nutrinova’s Affirmative Defenses and Paragraph 48 of

Nutrinova’s Counterclaim3

As one of its affirmative defenses, Nutrinova alleges that Martek engaged in inequitable

conduct in acquiring the ‘567 patent.  Martek moves to strike the defense, as well as paragraph 48

of Nutrinova’s counterclaim, which is predicated on the inequitable conduct defense, on the grounds

that they do not meet the pleading requirements of Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.



4 The court notes that Nutrinova provided a more detailed description of its inequitable
conduct claim in a letter to Martek, stating that Martek’s patent application “contains examples
which do not represent actual data, and they are written in past tense.”  (D.I. 13, Exh. 1).  The
court will not determine whether the information contained in Nutrinova’s letter is sufficient to
meet the Rule 9(b) pleading requirements.  The court uses the letter only to point out that
Nutrinova possesses more detailed information regarding Martek’s alleged inequitable conduct. 
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Specifically, Martek claims that the language in Nutrinova’s affirmative defense and counterclaim

fails to provide any specifics concerning Martek’s inequitable conduct in obtaining the ‘567 patent.

In response, Nutrinova asserts that its pleading is not “vague or conclusory.”  Further, Nutrinova

asserts that there is no authority that requires a pleading that claims inequitable conduct to identify

specific falsified data, describe why it is false, or state why it was material, as Martek suggests it

should have done. 

The parties do not dispute that the particularity requirement of Rule 9(b) applies to

inequitable conduct charges.  In the context of alleged inequitable conduct before the PTO during

a patent prosecution, Rule 9(b) does not require that a party plead the “date, place or time” of the

fraud, so long as that party uses an “alternative means of injecting precision and some measure of

substantiation into their allegations of fraud.”  Seville Indus. Mach. Corp. v. Southmost Mach. Corp.,

742 F.2d 786, 791 (3d Cir. 1984), cert denied, 469 U.S. 1211 (1985); see EMC Corp. v. Storage

Tech. Corp., 921 F. Supp. 1261, 1262-63 (D. Del. 1996).  Nutrinova’s pleadings do not pass the

Seville test.  Even if Nutrinova did not have to describe why the data Martek submitted to the Patent

Office was false or state why that data was material, it should have identified the data in its

affirmative defense and counterclaim.4  The court, therefore, finds that Nutrinova has failed to plead

facts with sufficient particularity in paragraph 26 of its affirmative defenses and paragraph 48 of its

counterclaim to establish a charge of inequitable conduct based on Martek’s alleged submission of



5 Because Nutrinova has not adequately pled its inequitable conduct claim, its pleading
cannot be salvaged by future discovery. EMC Corp., 921 F. Supp. at 1264 (concluding that the
plaintiff could not “use its interrogatory responses to fulfill the particularity requirements of Rule
9(b)”).

6  Martek reproduces all of Count III in its Opening Brief in support of its motion (D.I.
12, at 7).  The court, however, will paraphrase the language.  Count III entitled, Non-Liability as
to DHActive™ and Nutrinova Process, essentially asks the court to conclude that Nutrinova’s
activities do not infringe and that it is not liable for infringement of any valid and enforceable
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false data during the prosecution of the ‘567 patent.5

In the present case, it does not appear to a certainty that Martek would succeed despite any

statement of facts which could be proved in support of Nutrinova’s inequitable conduct defense.

Thus, the court does not conclude that the proper remedy in this case is to strike Nutrinova’s

pleadings.  However, Martek has requested, in the alternative, that the court require Nutrinova to

provide a more definite statement.  The court finds that  Nutrinova’s inequitable conduct pleadings

fail to satisfy the Rule 9(b) requirements in that they are so vague and ambiguous that Martek cannot

draft a responsive pleading.  Therefore, the court will grant Martek’s request for a more definite

statement.

B. Count III of Nutrinova’s Counterclaim

Martek next asserts that the court should dismiss Count III of Nutrinova’s counterclaim for

lack of subject jurisdiction.  In its motion, Martek attacks Nutrinova’s complaint on factual grounds.

Thus, the court will consider evidence outside of the pleadings to determine whether subject matter

jurisdiction exists.  Nutrinova has the burden of proving that jurisdiction exists and must

demonstrate that its claim is not wholly insubstantial, frivolous, devoid of merit, or made for the

purpose of obtaining jurisdiction.  See Kulick, 816 F.2d at 899.  Count III is a declaratory judgment

claim.6  Martek argues that the facts of the case do not give rise to declaratory judgment jurisdiction.



right of Martek, including any valid and enforceable claim of any issued United States patent
owned by Martek.
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The Declaratory Judgment Act provides:

In a case of actual controversy within its jurisdiction . . . any court of the United
States, upon the filing of an appropriate pleading, may declare the rights and other
legal relations of any interested party seeking such declaration, whether or not
further relief is or could be sought.

28 U.S.C. § 2201(a).  The federal courts have jurisdiction over a declaratory judgment action only

if an “actual controversy” exists between the parties at the time the plaintiff files its complaint and

throughout the pending action.  Shell Oil Co. v. Amoco Corp., 870 F.2d 885, 887 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

In the patent context, the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has articulated a

two-part test to determine whether an actual controversy exists: (1) an explicit threat or other act by

the patentee creating in the declaratory plaintiff a reasonable apprehension that the patentee will

initiate suit; and (2) present activity which could constitute infringement or concrete steps taken with

the intent to infringe.  BP Chemicals Ltd. v. Union Carbide Corp., 4 F.3d 975, 978 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

Martek asserts that Nutrinova does not satisfy the first prong of BP Chemicals because Nurtinova’s

broad claims do not cite the specific patents or rights at issue, and could potentially encompass all

of Martek’s intellectual property, including its nearly fifty U.S. patents and its non-patent intellectual

property rights.  In addition, Martek contends that Nutrinova has not alleged, and cannot allege, facts

necessary to establish that Martek’s conduct placed Nutrinova in reasonable apprehension of an

infringement suit over such broad subject matter.  Lastly, Martek asserts that even if the court

determines that an actual controversy exists, considerations of justice and efficiency require the



7 The court’s exercise of jurisdiction over a declaratory judgment action is discretionary. 
Spectronics Corp. v. H.B. Fuller Co., 940 F.2d 631, 634 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

8 Nevertheless, the court finds that Nutrinova satisfies the “present activity” prong of BP
Chemicals because it engages in the manufacture and production of DHActive™, which is
sufficiently similar to Martek’s patents.  See Millipore Corp. v. Univ. Patents, Inc., 682 F. Supp.
227, 232 (D. Del. 1987).
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court to decline declaratory judgment jurisdiction over Count III.7

Nutrinova argues that its declaratory judgment counterclaim is not broad and open-ended

because it seeks a declaration only as to the one specific product, DHActive™, made by the one

specific process that is the subject of Martek’s complaint.  Nutrinova further argues that an actual

controversy exists because Martek has already brought a suit for infringement against it for making

DHActive™.  Moreover, Nutrinova contends that even if Martek had not initiated this lawsuit, its

written assertions to Nutrinova constitute a basis for a declaratory judgment action under Dainippon

Screen Mfg. Co. v. CFMT, Inc., 142 F.3d 1266 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (affirming jurisdiction because a

voice-mail to the defendant, stating that the patentee intended to protect its rights, created a

reasonable apprehension in the defendant that the patentee would sue). 

The parties do not dispute whether there is “present activity which could constitute

infringement.”8  Thus, the court must determine whether Martek’s conduct has been such that it

caused Nutrinova to have an objectively reasonable apprehension of being sued by Martek at the

time the declaratory judgment action was filed.  In making its determination, the court must consider

the totality of the circumstances.  Shell Oil Co. v. Amoco Corp., 970 F.2d 885, 888 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

The court agrees with Nutrinova that the litigious history between the parties and Martek’s

written assertions weigh in favor of a finding that Nutrinova has a reasonable apprehension of suit.

The Federal Circuit has stated that  “the question is whether the relationship between the parties can
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be considered a ‘controversy,’ and that inquiry does not turn on whether the parties have used

particular ‘magic words’ in communicating with one another.”  EMC Corp. v. Norand Corp., 89

F.3d 807, 812 (Fed. Cir. 1996).  The court also cautioned that the “test for finding a ‘controversy’

. . . is a pragmatic one and cannot turn on whether the parties use polite terms in dealing with one

another or engage in more bellicose saber rattling.”  Id.

In the present case, even though Martek did not explicitly threaten to bring an infringement

suit in any correspondence with Nutrinova, the court concludes that Martek’s June 18, 2003 email

(D.I. 13, Exh. 4) created a reasonable apprehension in Nutrinova that Martek would sue.  In fact,

Martek filed its complaint on September 23, 2003, approximately three months after its email to

Nutrinova and one month after Nutrinova’s request for a meeting.  Nevertheless, Martek’s June 18,

2003 email included a list of eighteen of its nearly fifty U.S. patents that it selected as relevant to

Nutrinova’s conduct.  Beyond that, the email discussed Martek’s patents and patent portfolio in a

general sense.  Martek’s email created a reasonable apprehension in Nutrinova that Martek only

would sue for infringement of one or more of the eighteen listed patents, not “any” or all of its

patents.  Thus, Nutrinova’s claim for non-liability as to “any valid and enforceable claim of any

issued United States patent owned by Martek,” and “any valid and enforceable right of Martek” is

too broad.  Only those patents referenced in the June 18, 2003 email are proper subjects for

Nutrinova’s declaratory judgment claim.  The court, therefore, will dismiss Count III of Nutrinova’s

counterclaim as it relates to Martek patents other than the eighteen listed in the June 18, 2003 email.

Dated: October 8, 2004 Gregory M. Sleet                                
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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ORDER

For the reasons stated in the court’s Memorandum Opinion of this same date, IT IS HEREBY

ORDERED that:

1. The plaintiff’s Motion to Strike Paragraph 26 of the Affirmative Defenses and

Dismiss Paragraph 48 of Count I and Count III of the Counterclaims by Nutrinova

and Nutrinova Specialties & Food Ingredients  GMBH (D.I. 11) is GRANTED in part

and DENIED in part.

2. The plaintiff’s Motion, in the alternative, For a More Definite Statement (D.I. 12) is

GRANTED.

Dated: October 8, 2004 Gregory M. Sleet                                
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE


